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This is th.e.first in an ambitious programme of monographs intended to coyer aU the
com~u:les of a~cient La~ium: it is an enormous undertaking and. if successful will
proVl e e essen~I~. matenal for understanding the background out of which R~me
em~ed. Th~ Quilicis ar~ ~ready weil known for their publications on sorne of the
nor em Latm com~umtles ~uch as Gabii. Collatia, and Crustumerium. Antemnae
I~cat~d on a strategtc acropohs at the junction of the rivers Tiber and Anio and 0 ' f
: ; p aces
mentioned Roman history, poses special problems
a:;:d by Nlbby, and
It
?ot properly investigated before the site was
finds ~uc~nstructIO? ~ a great mlhtary fort (1878-8). Sorne attempt was made to note
the d' nng.the butldmgwork a~d Lanciani, in particular, took an interest, but inevitably
fr
Iscovenes were unsy~temat.lc and many of the objects unearthed are now known onlY
h om
Smce then very Iittle excavation has been possible. Enough
owever,ls nown to mdlcate that Antemnae was founded more or less at th
.'
as Rome, that its greatest prosperity was during the seventh
centunes, t at It had cultural and artistic ties, as one would ex ect with..
..
:u' weil as the Latin towns, that it was fortified c.500 B.C.
it d '[.eu;d
It became absorbed into the suburbs of Rome durin th ~
ec me . stea .1 ~ as
the mid·firs.t century B.C. a large villa was built in
untll 10
attendant village.
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th Thisghc~rrespondsin broad outline with the historical tradition but Antemnae
orou y annotated and iI1ustrated as it is suffers not onl from th
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the
but from the Quilicis: decision to
the
ram~wor 0 Latlal pottery proposed by Gjerstad and Gierow which has alwa s b e
A proper u.nderstanding of the early
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Among contemporary excavation reports, the Eretria volumes stand out for their interest
and readability, but also for a certain unexpectedness-s ome would say capriciousness-in
their choice of subject-matter. Of the five contributions ta the latest instalment, the first,
J.-P. Descoeudres's 'Euboeans in Australia', examplifies bath qualities. Initially at least,
one wonders what forty sherds from AI Mina, now in Sydney, are doing in this report,
especially when less than a quarter of them can be argued ta have been even made in
Eretria. It is D.'s case that, thanks to the fact that the sherds are marked with their leve1
of origin at AI Mina, and to the evidence for relative chronology derived from this and
from a few parallel finds at Eretria, the whole dating of the Eretrian imitations of
Corinthian kotylai can be lowered, and with it the absolute chronology of the early levels
at AI Mina, by a margin of about a generation. The relative down-dating of the korylai,
supported by an ingenious fold-out table at the back of the book, may carry sorne
conviction, but the application to AI Mina is much more dangerous. How far can we
depend on the reliability of the levei-markings when the excavator himself (see
Boardman, BSA Iii, 8, n. 45) appears to have confused levei numbers? And is forty
sherds an adequate sample for such broad inferences? D. remarks, when making the
hypothetical assumption that these were the only finds from the early levels, that it is
'Iess absurd than it sounds, the hitherto published material comprising not more than
about 140 pieces' (p. 15). Maybe; but it would be safer to take account of more of the
sherds which were so widely disttibuted to other museums (the Museum of Classical
Archaeology at Cambridge alone has 445, quite a number of them with levèl·markings
tao).
The next three contributions are of a more orthodox nature: C. Dunant publishes
189 inscribed funerary stelai, mainly of Hellenistic date, from the area of the West Gate;
I.R. Metzger first carries on the good work of the late Mrs. Ure in distinguishing Euboean
from Boeotian (and indeed Eretrian from chalcidian) among the fifth- and fourth-century
sherds with lotus-and-palmette decoration, then rather summarily publishes the late
fourth-century material (miniature vessels, lamps, terracottas) from the small votive
deposits ('pyrai') near the west wall.
The final essay is a rather embattled piece by C. Bérard, defending his interpretation
of the Heroon published in Eretria 3 against his (mainly French) critics; this leads him into
the broader question of the whole process of urbanization at Eretria. His defence is spirited
and convincing: for him, Eretria was a quasi-colonial Küstensiedlung of the eighth century,
centred on harbour and temple and not yet incorporating the acropolis within the
fortification-wall which it presently acquired. The Heroon represents a landmark,
chronological as weil as spatial, inaugurating the development of genuine urbanization
and of a more systematic fortification-circuit in the early seventh century B.C.
Museum of Classical Arcbaeology, Cambridge
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The author, already weil known for her work on Septimius Severus' portraits (MAAR, 30,
1968), has now produced this welcome catalogue of twenty-eight whole or fragmentary
Roman sarcophagi in the 'Met'. The twenty-four marble sarcophagi are arranged according
to their subject matter, as follows: Garland (nos. 1,2), Endymion (3, 4), Contest of Muses
and Sirens (5), Eros with a torch (6), Orestes (7), Dying Meleager (8), Achilles among the
daughters of Lycomedes (9), Heracles (10), Mars and Rhea Silvia (11), Nereid (?-12),
Apollo and Marsyas (13), Eros on horseback (14), Indian triumph of Dionysus (15-16),
Triumph of Dionysus with the Seasons (17), Battle of Romans and Gauls (18), Flying
Amorini holding a portrait medallion (19), Female portrait medallion (20), Marriage scene
with dextrarum iunctio, Poet-philosopher, Sidamara type (22), Child's Season sarcophagus
(23), Strigil sarcophagus with physician (24). In addition there are four interesting
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